REVITALISES

...reduces
limescale...
...transforms your water into an
energising element...

The water invigorated by
has a milder taste and many positive effects. The enhanced water
solubility results in a more effective use of shampoo, shower gel and suchlike, which can therefore be used sparingly. After
towel drying, your skin feels extremely smooth and the sensation is akin to having applied moisturiser.
is fixed onto the exit of water taps.
In this way it exerts its full power directly before application and does not loose its effect, while travelling through long water
pipes or while stationary, as conventional systems do.

Effectiveness:
Water treatment with magnets verifiably reduces limescale.
The alteration of the crystallisation properties and of the structure of the deposit-forming water
elements results in fewer adherent compounds. This is how so-called ‘soft’ water is created.

‚Dextrorotary‘ water is invigorated tap water (according to Viktor Schauberger). This energising process transforms the radial force of the water into a positive ‘dextrorotary’ movement. The
emerging forces dissolve any existing negative structures, add new reviving energy to the water and bring it
closer to its original spring water quality.
The natural scientist Viktor Schauberger recognised the basis for a progressive vitality in the whirling motion
of the water. It is possible to furnish energy and new information to ‘dead’ tap water.
Active water is living water!

Effective microorganisms (EM) boost your vitality and health.
EM-ceramics are based on mixed cultures of valuable effective microorganisms with strong antioxidant powers, which have a healthy and regenerating effect on humans, animals and the natural environment.
Hence, vitality and wellbeing are boosted and degenerative, pathogenic processes are prevented. The lifespan of all organic substances is considerably increased.

Healing stones considerably increase your well-being. In recent years, healing stones have become
our constant companions. Not only do we carry them with us daily or decorate our homes with them,
now they are also used in our Koller whirlpools to vigilantly increase energy:

•

Amethyst - brings lasting calm and inner peace. It provides relief from migraines and bruises, helps with low blood
pressure and concentration. The stone promotes sobriety by day, while peaceful sleep and relaxing dreams at night.

•

Rock crystal - helps to soothe inflammation, has a generally invigorating effect and promotes inner balance. It alleviates
ailments related to slipped discs and cardiovascular problems. Its positive energy also helps to clear emotional blockages.

•

Rose quartz - is the most important healing stone to dissolve harmful rays and to improve circulation. It is successfully applied to alleviate sleeping disorders and nightmares and is especially beneficial for restless children. It frees
your mind and unites body and soul.
For every area of use there is a specially developed

whirl.rkoller.com
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3 Examples and details
Examples for vacuum covers with EFFECTIVE MICROORGANISMS (EM)

Vacuum cover with EFFECTIVE
MICROORGANISMS (EM)
and MAGNET

Cover with EFFECTIVE MICROORGANISMS (EM)
for drain and overflows

Also suitable for standard bathtubs.

Jet with integrated magnet for the
reduction of limescale
Vacuum fitting with EM and Magnet

Drain and overflow with filling and
Koller Aqua Active Water Vitaliser
with magnets and whirl discs to
create dextrorotary water
Reduces limescale

Also suitable for standard bathtubs.
Tee Aqua Active
with integrated
magnet and
whirl discs

Magic Box

for the suction line

Vitaliser
including EFFECTIVE
MICROORGANISMS (EM)
and MAGNET, also available
with various healing stones

+

+

+

EFFECTIVE MICROORGANISMS (EM) –
Magnets – Whirl discs – Various
healing stones

=

...verwandelt Ihr
Wasser in einen
energiereichen
„Kraftstoff“

Various models
are available.
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4 Aqua Active Vacuum Fitting
safety cover with EM 5032E
plastic
Ø 98 mm
height: 26 mm
mounting method: screws
(stainless steel screws, lens head screw 3,5x25 mm)

incl.
EM

P-W-5032E
P-C-5032E
P-G-5032E
P-R-5032E

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
A screwdriver is required for installation.

vacuum cover with EM 5033-1E
plastic
Ø 90 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: click-on

magnet
optional

incl.
EM

P-W-5033-1E
P-C-5033-1E
P-G-5033-1E
P-R-5033-1E

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
Magnet for the reduction of limescale, integrated in the vacuum-connection part P-5013M

safety cover with EM 5033-2E
plastic
Ø 90 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: screw (thread M8)

magnet
optional

incl.
EM

P-W-5033-2E
P-C-5033-2E
P-G-5033-2E
P-R-5033-2E

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
Magnet for the reduction of limescale, integrated in the vacuum-connection part P-5013M
A screwdriver is required for installation.

vacuum cover with EM 0074-1E
brass
Ø 96 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: screw on (thread M8)

magnet
optional

incl.
EM

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
Magnet for the reduction of limescale, integrated in the vacuum-connection part P-5013M or P-4013M

vacuum cover with EM 0065E
brass
Ø 96 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: screw on (thread G1½“)

incl.
EM

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
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C-0074-1E
B-0074-1E
CM-0074-1E
G-0074-1E
GP-0074-1E
R-0074-1E
AR-0074-1E
EM-0074-1E
SN-0074-1E
W-0074-1E

C-0065E
B-0065E
CM-0065E
G-0065E
GP-0065E
R-0065E
AR-0065E
EM-0065E
SN-0065E
W-0065E

5 Aqua Active Vacuum Fitting
vacuum cover with EM and magnet 0077ME
brass
Ø 96 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: screw on (thread G1½“)

incl.
magnet

incl.
EM

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating
microorganisms for the activation of
life-enhancing functions)

C-0077ME
B-0077ME
CM-0077ME
G-0077ME
GP-0077ME
R-0077ME
AR-0077ME
EM-0077ME
SN-0077ME
W-0077ME

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale

safety cover with EM 0069-2E
brass
Ø 96 mm
height: 18 mm
mounting method: screws
(flat-head screws M3x16 mm)

incl.
EM

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms
for the activation of life-enhancing functions)

vacuum connection part with magnet 4013M
plastic

incl.
magnet

C-0069-2E
B-0069-2E
CM-0069-2E
G-0069-2E
GP-0069-2E
R-0069-2E
AR-0069-2E
EM-0069-2E
SN-0069-2E
W-0069-2E

P-4013M

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
suitable for: vacuum fitting 90° P-4000-1, P-4000-2
suitable for: cover
P-X-4031-1

vacuum connection part with magnet 5013M
plastic

incl.
magnet

P-5013M

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
suitable for:
vacuum fitting 90°: P-5000, P-5000-1, P-5000-2
vacuum fitting straight: P-5001
safety suction: P-72033
suitable for: cover
P-X-5031-1, P-X-5033-1, P-X-5033-1E, P-X-5033-2E,
X-0074-1E

Aqua Active Magic Box
for the suction line

incl.
magnet

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
incl. whirl discs for ‘dextrorotary water’ – vitalises
your bathwater (according to Victor Schauberger)
+

+

+

=

...verwandelt Ihr
Wasser in einen
energiereichen
„Kraftstoff“

incl.
whirl discs

optional with healing stones or EM-ceramics.
Please choose four similar or four different bags
from the spare parts list at page 8.
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EM
healing
stones

P-856-50

6 Aqua Active Vitaliser
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220E
for installation at the rim of the tub
container cover - plastic or brass
with safety lock
installation in the water cycle
entrance sideways
outlet below

container cover - plastic

P-W-2220E
P-C-2220E

container cover - brass

C-2220E
B-2220E
CM-2220E
G-2220E
GP-2220E
R-2220E
AR-2220E
EM-2220E
SN-2220E
W-2220E

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms
for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
incl.
EM

Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220M
for installation at the rim of the tub
container cover - plastic or brass
with safety lock
installation in the water cycle
entrance sideways
outlet below

container cover - plastic

P-W-2220M
P-C-2220M

container cover - brass

C-2220M
B-2220M
CM-2220M
G-2220M
GP-2220M
R-2220M
AR-2220M
EM-2220M
SN-2220M
W-2220M

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
incl.
magnet

Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220ME
for installation at the rim of the tub
container cover - plastic or brass
with safety lock
installation in the water cycle
entrance sideways
outlet below

container cover - plastic

P-W-2220ME
P-C-2220ME

container cover - brass

C-2220ME
B-2220ME
CM-2220ME
G-2220ME
GP-2220ME
R-2220ME
AR-2220ME
EM-2220ME
SN-2220ME
W-2220ME

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating microorganisms
for the activation of life-enhancing functions)
incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale

Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220S
suitable for filling with healing stones
for installation at the rim of the tub
container cover - plastic or brass
with safety lock
installation in the water cycle
entrance sideways
outlet below

incl.
magnet

incl.
EM

container cover - plastic

P-W-2220S
P-C-2220S

container cover - brass

C-2220S
B-2220S
CM-2220S
G-2220S
GP-2220S
R-2220S
AR-2220S
EM-2220S
SN-2220S
W-2220S

When ordering please choose the desired
healing stones from the spare parts list at page 8.

healing
stones

symbol picture

Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220MS
suitable for filling with healing stones
for installation at the rim of the tub
container cover - plastic or brass
with safety lock
installation in the water cycle
entrance sideways
outlet below

container cover - plastic

P-W-2220MS
P-C-2220MS

container cover - brass

C-2220MS
B-2220MS
CM-2220MS
G-2220MS
GP-2220MS
R-2220MS
AR-2220MS
EM-2220MS
SN-2220MS
W-2220MS

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale

symbol picture

When ordering please choose the desired
healing stones from the spare parts list at page 8.
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incl.
magnet
healing
stones

7 Aqua Active Various
Midi-Jet series 0017 with integrated magnet
plastic

incl.
magnet

P-0017-AM

incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
adhesive socket Ø: 32 mm water
adhesive socket Ø: 20 mm air
suitable for all Midi and Mini jet bodies, Midi Click In jet body
suitable flat packing or o-ring
see main catalogue

Tee Aqua Active with integrated
magnet and whirl discs

incl.
magnet

incl.
whirl discs

P-AA2861

thread: S 62 x 3 mm
with shared screw nut
adhesive socket Ø: 32 mm
weight: 380 g
incl. magnet for the reduction of limescale
incl. whirl discs for ‘dextrorotary water’ –
vitalises your bathwater (according to Victor Schauberger)
suitable for all jet pumps

cover with sieve for drain and overflow sets
with EM-ceramics
plastic

incl.
EM

incl. plastic stopper, sealing ring
suitable for: drain and overflows

P-W-0075-51E
P-C-0075-51E
P-G-0075-51E
P-R-0075-51E

incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating
microorganisms for the activation of
life-enhancing functions)
Design your own, unique energy bath!
(e.g. with healing stones and EM-ceramics)
(Prices available on request)

cover with sieve for drain and overflow sets
with EM-ceramics
brass
incl. plastic stopper, sealing ring
suitable for: drain and overflows
incl. EM pipes (consists of invigorating
microorganisms for the activation of
life-enhancing functions)
Design your own, unique energy bath!
(e.g. with healing stones and EM-ceramics)
(Prices available on request)
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incl.
EM

C-0075-51E
B-0075-51E
CM-0075-51E
G-0075-51E
GP-0075-51E
R-0075-51E
AR-0075-51E
EM-0075-51E
SN-0075-51E
W-0075-51E

8 Spare parts
S-AME

Amethyst
suitable for:
Aqua Active Magic Box P-856-50
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220S, X-2220MS

S-BER

Rock crystal
suitable for:
Aqua Active Magic Box P-856-50
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220S, X-2220MS

S-ROS

Rose quartz
suitable for:
Aqua Active Magic Box P-856-50
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220S, X-2220MS

Mixed healing stones (Amethyst, Rock crystal, Rose quartz)

S-GEM

suitable for:
Aqua Active Magic Box P-856-50
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220S, X-2220MS

E-EMR

EM-ceramics
suitable for:
Aqua Active Magic Box P-856-50
Aqua Active Vitaliser X-2220E, X-2220ME
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